POSTER PRESENTATION REQUIREMENTS

1. Poster presentation will be in a paper and e-poster format.
2. If participants wished to submit a complete case report / research article in order to be
published in the proceeding book, please send its original article before 19 March 2017 to
the commitee via email pitpdsri2017freepaper@gmail.com . A late submission will not be
acceptable.
3. Original article is written in English, no more than 10 pages. It must be type in Microsoft
Word, A4 paper size, using Times New Roman size 12, double space, justified.
4. Below is the requirements for paper presentation:


Poster size is A0 (118,9 x 84,1 cm), potrait orientation in a matte (doff) paper.



A case report poster presentation should consist of: background / introduction, case
reports, discussion, conclusion and references, written in english.



A research poster presentation should consist of:

background / introduction,

objective, method, result, conclusion and references, written in english.


The topic may be presented through text, supplemented by charts, descriptive
material, graphs, pictures, etc., deemed necessary that can be contained within the
allotted space.



Please noted that any illustrations and text should be clearly visible from 1 m distance,
therefore it is advisable to present with a brief and concise description, legible, clearly
organized, and not contain excessive descriptive explanation.



The poster must contain a header with the case report / research title, author names
and their affiliations.



Poster displays should not show images or markings that could identify the patient



Below is the poster’s example in A0 format:



Participants are able to display their poster since Thursday, 4 May 2017 in the
afternoon (after 18 PM). The participants is responsible for the poster shown during
seminars and poster presentations time.



The participants are also reponsible to bring any materials needed to attach the poster
in the poster booth, and its removal after the conference ended.



The commitee does not responsible for any damage or loss of the poster during the
events.

5. Below is the requirements for e-poster presentations:


Prepared in e-poster format as power point slides, with no more than 10 slides
(including titles). First page should be title of the study, authors and affiliations.



A case report E-poster presentation should consist of: background / introduction,
case reports, discussion, conclusions and references, written in english.



A research E-poster presentation should consist of:

background / introduction,

objective, method, result, conclusion and references, written in english.


Power point slides presentations should be sent to the committee via e-mail
pitpdsri2017freepaper@gmail.com, no later than 25 April 2017 and any changes
after power point slides’ submission is not acceptable.



Please also bring the soft copy of your power point presentations during seminars.

